Continuous Improvement Professionals (CIP) Meeting & CAMLS Seminar at UTSA

Lean Daily Management: Putting the Continuous into Continuous Process Improvement

By: Dr. John Andrus, Colonel, USAF, MC, CFS
Commander, 59th Medical Operations Group – JBSA-Lackland

When: Friday, April 17, 2015, 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM

Where: Biotechnology Sciences and Engineering Building (BSE) 2.102 on UTSA Main Campus (MAP: http://camls.utsa.edu/Event_files/CAMLS_MAP_CIP_Meeting_BSE.pdf)

RSVP: Contact Dr. Hung-da Wan (hungda.wan@utsa.edu) to reserve your seat
To learn more about CIP Meeting: http://camls.utsa.edu/events_CIP.php

Presentation Summary

Until an activity or priority is woven into the fabric of our daily routine it becomes an occasional event or program that is attended to when required but easily discarded when the imperative wanes. Lean Daily Management weaves the thread of process improvement into the fabric of daily routine putting the continuous into continuous process improvement.

Join us as Col Andrus shares a leadership approach that uses daily process improvement to deploy organizational strategy and empower frontline leaders and managers to manage their performance. His approach uses active leadership involvement to promote trust, communication and continual improvement throughout a large military medical organization.

Speaker Information

Colonel (Dr.) John R. Andrus is the Commander of the 59th Medical Operations Group, Joint Base San Antonio – Lackland, Texas. He leads four squadrons, 1,228 staff and executes an $86M budget to build, sustain and deploy health care readiness for the warfighter. His team delivers world class surgical, specialty, primary care and radiological services in Department of Defense’s largest ambulatory care and readiness platform.

Colonel Andrus entered the Air Force through the Uniformed Services University and completed family medicine, aerospace and general preventive medicine residencies. He received a Masters of Public Health from University of California at Berkeley. He has served as Staff Family Physician, Allergy Provider, Space Shuttle Support Flight Surgeon for Europe, Squadron Medical Element and Chief of Aerospace Medicine. He has successfully commanded at the squadron and group level and led at the joint combatant command level.

Colonel Andrus is a chief flight surgeon and family physician with combat, humanitarian and space shuttle support experience. As a flight surgeon, he has always been an airlifter logging the majority of his flying hours in C-130E, C-9A, C-17A, C-5A and T-1A aircraft. In October 2000, he assisted in the evacuation of injured sailors from the USS Cole terrorist attack. He is the recipient of both the Mackay Trophy and the Malcolm C. Grow Flight Surgeon of the Year Award.
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